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would appear premature. No single theory suffices to
accommodate all the facts, and the differing schools
must be allowed to exist side by side with their conflicting
interpretations and theories, each aiming to comprehend
the total, none having achieved it. Such constructive
speculation is the life blood of further advance, and
intolerance would be detrimental. To quote Confucius
'All the 100 flowers must be allowed to blossom in the
garden'.
The writing of a textbook in such times, and a short

textbook at that, is a difficult task indeed. It can either
be dogmatic, that is, it can present some basic principles
and in 'school' fashion show their application to all the
problems of clinical psychiatry, or it can try to show how
this or that problem is seen or understood by various
'schools'. Professor Fish has chosen the latter, which is
the more difficult to achieve and would be sure to fail in
the hands of anyone less learned than he is. If at times
various views seem juxtaposed without explanation, this
is merely dictated by the brevity of the text. This brevity-
an admirable quality in any book-produces a somewhat
staccato style, definition following definition without
much transition or illustration. Indeed the book has
with its clear layout, its many subtitles, and lists of items
under each heading, the character of a synopsis rather
than of a textbook.
The most interesting part of the book is chapter IV on

General Symptomatology. The author is leaning here
mainly on Jaspers' General Psychopathology without,
however, explaining its methodology. Perhaps this was
considered unsuitable in a short text. The clear descrip-
tion and classification of symptoms has for long been a
much neglected subject. It alone provides the material
for a clinical science underlying the practice of psychiatry
and this section alone would justify the publication of
this book.
The special psychiatry is presented more or less in the

conventional way and unfortunately does not succeed
entirely in avoiding some of the 'foggy' patches found in
so many other older and newer textbooks. The classi-
fication of the organic psychosyndromes is not quite
consistent. It is difficult to see why the Korsakoff syn-
drome is classed as 'subacute' or why the mild organic
syndrome often called 'neurasthenia' should be con-
sidered to be 'due to individual predispositions'. Epilepsy
is not dealt with in any great detail and is included in the
organic syndromes with 'a coarse brain pathology'. Like
schizophrenia or the affective psychoses, epilepsy of
course is an illness in which a specific pathology has not
been discovered.
The least clarity is achieved in the area of the non-

psychotic conditions, the neuroses, and personality
disorders. In the beginning of the book these are
described as 'Variations of Human Existence' but in the
text they are treated as 'illnesses'. The difference between
lifelong disorders of personality and temporary abnormal
psychogenic reactions is mentioned but is not applied.

These are but a few weaknesses in an otherwise very
readable and useful book, more for postgraduate perhaps
than for undergraduate students, who want to revise the
subject before appearing before Neo-Meyerian examiners.
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